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Title word cross-reference

+ [LPN11]. 0 [OW84]. $1 [Duf46]. 1/2 [Lan87, OW84]. $15.00 [Kol60]. 2 [LR83, RI03]. 3 [Bru85, Bru87, Loc76, RY03, SG75, Win76]. 3j [Max10].
$4.00 [Bec58, Edw60]. $49.50 [Sch85]. 6 [Bru85, Bru87, RY03, SG75]. 6j [LY09, Max10]. 6 × 9 [Wig65c]. 6 × 9.25 [Bec58, Edw60]. $7.50 [Pai67a, Wei69a]. $7.75 [Wig65c]. $8 [Wig64f]. 9 [CD79, Ear81, Hol73a, Jan68, Wu72, Wu73]. 9j [Max10, Ros98, Ros99]. *
[BG02, BG03, CIMS08]. C2 [Pos00]. D [Mar06a, PFG06, Nou99]. E(2) [Got71]. E = mc2 [KN19]. h [CMS77]. h → 0 [Ara95]. ISO, [Wol71]. IU, [Wol72]. j [Bru85, Bru87, CD79, Ear81, Hol73a, Jan68, JF16, Loc76, RY03, SG75, Win76, Wu72, Wu73]. ⊆ 80 [CM66]. m [Beh94]. C2 [Pos01]. }
\dagger (1n) [LSV08]. SU(3) [RSpG99]. SU(3) ⊇ U(2) [PD98]. SU(n) [PD98]. µ [BZ74]. N [HW35]. n ≥ 2 [SW67]. O(5) [HST74]. O(5) ⊆ O(3) [CFM78]. O(h8)
\[ \pi N \to \pi B_0 \] [KAUZ71]. 
\[ R ] [Dra86], \sigma [AK00]. \text{SO}(5) [Hol73b]. \text{SO}(n) [Won71]. \text{SO}_n \text{SU}(1, 1) [CLM75]. \text{SU}(2) [CLM75, RdGS01]. 
\text{SU}(2) \times \text{SU}(2) [Que76]. \text{SU}(3) [AD84, DLD+21, RdGS01]. \text{SU}(3) \cong \text{R}(3) [HS83]. \text{SU}(3) [AD84, DLD+21, RdGS01]. \text{SU}(3) \otimes \text{U}(1) [HB90]. \text{SU}(4) [Hol73c, Que76]. \text{SU}(6) \otimes \text{SU}(3) [SS79, Str79]. \text{SU}(N) \otimes \text{SU}(2) [Kot05]. 
\text{SU}(2) \otimes \cdots \otimes \text{G}^n \otimes \text{G} [Kib76]. \text{SU}_3 [AD73, BB65, Mos62]. \text{su}_3(1, 1) [Mae91]. \text{su}_3(2) [Mae91]. \text{U}(2\Omega) \otimes \text{U}(\Omega) \otimes \text{SU}(2) [Kot07]. \text{U}(3) [BL72, HB90]. \text{u}(n) [LB71, CCB72, Gou86a, Won76, Won79]. 
\text{U}(n_1 + n_2) = \text{U}(n_1) \times \text{U}(n_2) [GP86]. \text{U}_{n_1} \otimes \text{U}_{n_2} [Wol72]. \text{U}_q[\mathfrak{gl}(n)] [GLB92, Gou92]. \text{U}_q(0, \mathfrak{sl}(2)) [MS00]. 
\text{W}_1 [DV97]. -\text{Algebras} [BG02]. -\text{coefficients} [SG75]. -\text{covariance} [DV97]. -\text{D} [RI03]. 
-\text{Decay} [RW54]. -\text{dimensional} [Nou99]. -\text{function} [Beh94]. -\text{functions} [PFG06]. -\text{Invariant} [Tem07]. -\text{matrix} [Szm99, DW64, NW71, Szm98, Wig64a, Wig64h]. -\text{Model} [AK00]. -\text{Modules} [BG02, BG03, CIMS08]. -\text{product} [Fro79]. -\text{Radioactivities} [Wig39a]. -\text{Ray} [WB36]. -\text{space} [BZ74]. -\text{stability} [CMS77]. -\text{Symbol} [LY09]. -\text{symbols} [Ros98, Ros99]. 

İnönü [FB88], İnönü-Wigner [FB88]. 

/Abonyi [Wig92]. /van [Sch85]. /Vigier [Sch85]. 

0-521-31911-0 [Ble86, Sch85]. 0-521-34013-6 [Hen89]. 0-521-34017-9 [Hen89]. 


Computation [Lai94, Wol71, DLD+21, Gau94, Sha92, SM07].
Computational [SM07, Wig73j, Gau94, Kol73]. Computers
[Tau63b, K+84, Wig69e]. conception [Ano32, WU75]. concentrate [Ano30].
Conceptual [Wig67b, Wig79e]. Conceptual [HVW65, PE77, HVW82]. Concern [Fin60]. concerning [JWY67].

consciousness [Wig79k, Wig82f]. Concluding
[Wig74b, Wig78b, Wig78c, Wig96d]. conclusions [Wig64-28]. Condition
[GW72b, CM68, JCT11, JLC14, MFAB85]. Conditions [BY88, Nar88,
OW81a, Wig39a, LSV08, MF69, ML91, WWCS42, Wig83f, Wig95b]. Condon
[Wig56d]. Conductance [TP01]. Conducting
[Wig59a, Wig60a, WOYW62]. Conference
[Ano54b, Ano75, Ano77b, Ano78b, Ano83a, SM07, Vil85, Wig51a,
Wig51e, Wig58a, Wig60b, Wig67l, Wig74c, Wig79h, WNY+84, ZHH60,
Gre86, Hoo73, Wig60l, Wig64f, Wig64g, Wig69u, Wig71l, W+75, SW56a].
Conferences [Rub82]. configuration [HMW02, TKT+05]. conflict
[Wig79e]. conflicting [Ano19]. conformally [HL88]. Congress
[Mac59, Wig76d]. Congresses [Wig64g]. Congressional [WT79].
Congruences [SCS99]. Conjecture [FP03]. Connection
[Par65, Wig52b, AW75, Wig64x]. Connections [Lan93b, Lan99]. Connes
[Bac89]. consciousness [Jah81, Wig72j, Wig67n]. consequence [Wig70i].
Consequences [Wig37b, Wig65o]. Conservation
[WBVP4, Wig52c, Wig54c, Wig64t, Wig85c, DGW34, Wig64, Wig27c, Wig64s,
Wig65p, Wig65q, Wig65r, Wig65s, Wig82h]. Considerations [HW39].
Consistent [OG07, Wigxx]. Constant [Wig36a, PW32]. constituents
[Zic78]. Constitution [WS33, WS34]. constraints [MYPL90]. constructed
[Ell92]. Construction [WOY57, LR78, GS04a]. constructions [HB90].
contain [GW72b]. Containing [CW58, CW61]. Contemporary
[Sal99, Hoo73, Sal99]. Contents [WY63]. continued [Gra74]. Continues
[Ble86, Sch85, Tor87, BVV84, dBDW+84]. Continuity [Beh91]. Continuous
[Tan62]. Contraction [IW53, FB88, FS82, Maj93]. Contractions
[Con72, WW95, Hud78]. contradictions [Wig69p]. contribution [Wig80d].
Contributions [Wig62b, F+76, Wig33d]. Control [NWEC61, Wig64b].
Controlling [NW61, WYW61]. Convergence
[BY88, Bai93, BY05, IW54, Ahi70]. Conversation
[Wl73, Pa88, Wol67, Wig72m]. conversations [HH04a]. Conversion
[WOY57]. Conversions [Wig59a, Wig60a, PW28]. Convocation [Wig59b].
convoluted [M020]. convolution [Nar88]. Coolant [Wig61c]. Cooled
[WC60, ACF+42, LCM+42]. Cooling [Wig43, WOYW59]. coordinate
corepresentations [KP90]. Corfu [SM07]. Correction
[Wig32a, Wig58b, Wig83a]. corrections [HMW02]. correlation
[Mar03, PMHW07, W198]. correlation-energy [W198]. correlations
[CHDK08, SM06]. correspondence [Poi99]. cost [Wig70a]. Coulomb
[CHDK08, Ker05, Non99]. counter [Wig70d]. counter-strike [Wig70d].
County [Wig64b]. Coupled [MH98, HMW05, LSV06, PČH02, TKT+05]. Coupled-Cluster [MH98, PCH02]. Coupling [Zic83a, Zic85, Wig73o, Zic83b, Zic88, d’E71]. covariance [BB02, BB93, DY97]. Covariant [KW87c, KW87a, KW88a, KW88b, KW89b, HS95]. coverings [FS82]. CP [Wig62i]. CP-I [Wig62i]. create [WG74c]. created [Wig73q]. creation [Ano83a]. Criticism [Wig60c, Wig65k, Wig72e]. D [Bie69, RI03, Wig61e, RI05]. D. [Wig96j]. dangers [Wig67t]. Daniel [Wig61d]. days [Wig83c, Wig83d]. DC [W+75, Ano77b, Vil85]. Day [Wig79o, Wig82i]. De-Shalit [Wig63a]. Death [Wig83b]. debate [BWD76b, BWD76a]. debated [Wig73g]. Dec [Wig80a]. Decay [CW41, Dah95, RW54, WW48, PW25, WW51, Wig25, Wig54g]. December [Wig64o, Wig64n, Wig67a, Wig64p]. Decision [Fel67]. decomposition [Lit72, RV11, Vas89]. Deconvolution [RB92]. deep [VC01]. Defects [Hal01, Defect [Wig33a, Wig65a]. Defects [dSFA05, TEEBH03]. defence [BWD76a]. Defended [Wig68g]. Defense [CH68, HW74, HW77, KW77, Mar69, TW79a, Wig64b, Wig67u, Wig69j, Wig69k, Wig69x, Wig70b, Wig70c, Wig76d, WH77b, BWD76b, GW71, PFW+76, PW64a, PW64b, TBW73a, TWB73b, Wig64i, Wig64j, Wig64w, Wig65e, Wig66c, Wig66e, Wig66j, Wig67r, Wig67s, Wig68h, Wig68d, Wig68i, Wig69h, Wig69i, Wig69q, Wig70j, Wig71e, Wig71i, WG72, Wig73b, Wig73m, WG74a, WG74b, Wig76c, WT79, Wig82b, Wig82c, Wig82d, Wig82e, Ada70, Ros70, Wei69a, Wei69b, Wig70b]. Defining [Mla98]. Definition [BGL67]. Deformations [BWD73]. Deformed [RW54]. del [Maj37, Wig79q, Wig83l]. Delano [Ein39]. Delivered [Wig96a, Wig87b]. dell [Maj37]. della [Wig80b]. demands [Wig69m, Wig69n, Wig72b]. demon [Scu07a]. Density [OG07, WYW61, BZ74, Las84, MYPL90, Nau73, PL75, Wig72d]. departments [Ano30]. dependent [KNS04, Rob93, SP74]. Deploy [Fel67]. Derivation [CM68, JWS87, Wig52d, AW75, Fli46, Jor80]. Derivations [Wig54d]. Derivative [Wig52b, Wig52e, Wig52f, Wig55c]. derived [WE39].
description [SS05]. Design [ACF + 42, Tau63b]. destruction
[Wig70d, Wig70f]. Detection [Ore58, Wig58e, TN84]. Determination
[Nou99]. Determine [Wig50c]. deterministic [F + 76, Wig83h].

Deterministic [AN92]. Development
[Meh73, Mei61, NWA72, WW61a, Wig55d, Wig67e, WA72]. Developments
[Wig51b, LB73]. Device [OYWW61, WOY57, WY58, Wig01a, JLC14].

Devices [Tes86]. Devices [Tes86]. Dexer [Duf46]. Dezember [Wig64n].

DG [JC10]. Diagram [Joy01, SM05]. diagrams [Joy01, Wig65c]. Dialog

dietro [Wig79s]. dien [Ano19]. Deter [BM64]. dicile [Wig83l]. difficulté
[Wig83l]. Diusion [KS07, WWCS42]. diáfanos [Wig72m]. dielle [Wig72m].

Dimensional [AN92]. dimensions [Wig55a, Wig57b, BZ74, Mar60a, SW67, Wig59f].

Discrete [JA63]. Discrete-velocity [Ble75, Hen89, Sch55, Stu58, Szm99, Tor87, Wig96a, BVV84, Be173, For97, KW87d, L88, LW34, LW78, Szm98, Tay87, WW30b, Wig88b, Wig87c, Wig96d, Wig96k, dBDW + 84, Ram89, Sch88, Stu88].

Disarmament [Wig69w, Wig67r, Wig67z]. Disaster [Wig64b]. Discharging
[OYWW61, WY60]. Disclose [Fin60]. Discovered [Wig76b]. Discovery
[BHT86, Rog13, Wig79u].

Discr [Bo09, Mac64, vNW29b, ALZ00, GRT91, LSV06]. discrete-velocity
[ALZ00]. Discussion [BW48, FWN + 45, LCM + 42, NAH + 89, Wig56c, Wig70e, Wig88c, HWWJ + 38, W + 75, WNY + 84]. discussions [Wig71b].

Disintegration [BW37]. diskrete [vNW29b]. dispersing [ISR92].

Dispersion [TW52, Wig64x, Par65]. Dispersive [Co94]. dissenting
[SW56a]. Dissidents [Fre15]. Dissipation [LZ94]. Distances [SW58, SV86].

Distinction [Wig60h]. Distribution
[BC62, CM80, HOSWW84, KW88b, RB92, SSP + 91, TC10, UW42, Wig52b, Wig57c, Wig58b, Wig65f, Wig65g, Wig71a, Wig84a, ACW98, CW71, GRT91, JC90, JC10, KW89b, Lan87, MYPAL90, Nar88, Nou99, OW81a, OW81b, OW84, Wig51g, Wig65h, Wig65j, Wig87a, WN90]. Distributions
[Bai93, HS01, Jan81, WY63, Jan84, Lie90, LO10, MASM40, Nar88, TP01, VC01].

Djilas [Wig69]. Dnej [Wig68]. Do [FR13a, Kas21, Wig50c]. doctorate
[Wig66b]. Documenting [LK04]. Does [WL65, Wig79n]. dolgokat
[Wig88c]. domestic [Fra93, Lad93]. doped [SM05, SM06]. Dr.
[Cl17a, Wig82k]. Drafted [WFS + 69]. Drama [Her76]. Dream [Lan83].

Drehelektrons [vNW28a, vNW28b, vNW28c]. Dual [Tem07]. Dufort
[MPPS02, MPPS03]. Dukas [Wig79]. Dunworth [Wig61e]. Dutch
[Wig76c]. dynamic [CPCF99, Wig54h]. Dynamics
[Dav74, MDH94, Tem07, CPCF99, Ker05, KLW09, PS02, wYDK74]. Dyson
[AF95, AK00, BLS03, Fol78, Fol80, FKS97, GS04b, GS04a, LLW + 09, RM604, TP01, Yan10].
E. [Ada70, Fan60, Par65, Ros70, Wig86a, Wig49b, Wig49e, Wig56e, Wig56d, Wig67, Wig74c, Wig75c, Wig76f, Wig77b, Wig83j, Wig96j]. Earth [TW79b]. East [SW59]. Eckart [Agr80, Eck73, Ell92, Gin63, MS00, Mez77]. Economical [Mei61, WW61a]. Ed [Wei69a, Hen89]. Edited [Duf46, Sch67, Sec62, Wig79j]. edition [Wig02a]. editor [Par65, BJH68, Kue61, Lap60, Mei61, WW61a, Wig56d, Wig58e, Wig69o, WA72]. Editorial [Fel67]. editors [Tor87, Wig63a]. Edsel [Ano78a]. Education [Wig82e]. Edward [BH89, Hor97, MF69, Wig69f, Wig96b]. Eect [CJSW55a, CJW55, JC10, SIM93]. Effective [LPN11, Wig65e]. Eectiveness [Gel14, HNP09, Isl22, Nic12, Omn11, Tis98, Wig70a, Wig85d, Wig90b, Wig91, Wig92b]. Effects [Col94, SW56b, Wig38a]. Efficient [RY03, PMHW07, SAZ90]. Effizienz [Hed93]. Effort [Wig68g]. egyszer[en [Wig71n]. Eigenschaften [vNW28a, vNW28b, vNW28c]. Eigenschwingungen [PW28, Wig20]. Eigenstates [TKC+08, Stu03]. Eigenvalue [BY88, FKS97, vNW28a, vNW28b, vNW28c, JD90, LWA74]. Eigenvalues [vNW29b, vNW29a, Wig65o]. Eigenwerte [vNW29b]. Eigenarten [vNW29a]. Eisele [Wig70a, Wig73e, Wig76a]. Eiselethe [Wig73e]. Eisenselethehez [Wig73e]. Eisenseleterol [Wig29b]. Eloadas [Wig88d, Wig65u]. Eloszo [Wig69y]. ELTE [Wig88d]. elmelet [Wig35c, Wig88d]. elmelethe [Wig33d]. Elmeleterol [Wig64y]. Eloadas [Wig88d, Wig65a]. Eloszo [Wig69y]. ELTE [Wig88d]. elvek [Wig76o]. embedded [Kot05, Kot07]. ember [Wig88c]. Emberi [Wig75g]. Emission [Dir27, DK70a, DK75, DK78]. Emlekezes [Wig66k]. Emlekipart [Wig02c]. Emotions [Wig75d]. Empirical [BY05]. Ends [Wig61h, Wig67g]. Energies [Wen98, WNY+84, Wig41a]. Energieschwankungen [PW28]. Energy [BW35, HW39, PW67, SIM93, Seg85, SBR+86, TW79b, Wig48c, Wig48d].
Wig51b, Wig55c, WNY⁺84, CMS77, DHW49, DK04, KPS78, MM73, MYPL90, PW68, PW28, WW60, Wig38a, Wig48a, Wig48e, Wig48g, Wig67d, Wig69s, Wig72c, Wig73k, Wig74g, WU75, Wig76a, Wig76n, Wig78f, WI98, Zic83a, Wig92c, Wig57h. energy-level [DK04]. engineer [Wei02]. 

Engineering [SM07]. Engineers [SBR⁺86]. English [Ano65]. 

entitled [Gre86, Wig71k]. Entropy [KW90b, KW90c, Wig90a]. 

enveloping [Que76]. 

Eötvös [Stu05, Wig88d]. Epistemology [Wig69m, Wig69n].

Eraser [Scu07b].
harmonics [Dra86]. harmonische [WW30a]. harmony [Ano77b]. Három [Frö93, Lad93]. Hartree [OG07]. hasonnáskiadása [Wig02a]. határa [Wig64-30, Wig64-31]. határái [Wig64-29]. hatékonysága [Wig64-27]. hazai [Frö93, Lad93]. hazards [WA68]. He-cooled [ACF+42]. Hearing [Wig76d]. heartily [WB77]. Heaven [TW79b]. Heavy [Wig52c, WOYW56a, FW36]. Heisenberg [LW34, Bri65b, Eck33, Wig76h]. Held [Meh73, BW61, DGW84, GMH+87, Gre86, Hoo73, MR76, Sal69, Wig64f, Wig64g, Zic78, Zic83a, Zic83b, Zic85, Zic88]. Helen [Wig79j]. Helicity [Bec72, Jor78]. Helium [FW37, Wig33a, Wig65a, GBO04, KPM97, LCM+42]. helium-like [GBO04]. Hellenike [Ano77a]. Hevesy [Stu05]. Hidden-Variable [Cla71b, Wig70g, Wig71j, Wig76i, Wig76j]. Hidden [Cla71b, Wig71j]. Higgs [dDG83]. High [Mac04, Nan73, NWEC61, Wig88c, MM73, Wig73r, Zic83a]. high-energy [Zic83a]. High-Frequency [Mac04]. Higher [WE47a, WNY+84]. Highlights [Zic73, Wag81, Wag98]. Hilbert [BG02, BG03, Mo99]. Historical GL23, Seg85, Wig95a, Wig98, Wig01b, Jan14, Rom00]. History [GMH+87, San95, KHFA67, LK04, Sch96, Wig83f, Wig50b]. Hitler [Mar06b, MP01]. Hoffman [Wig79j]. hogy [Wig88c]. Hogyan [Wig64z]. Holes [TW53]. Homodyne [BGA07]. homomorphic [SW67]. honor [F+76, LW78, MF69, Wig73e]. honorary [Wig66b, Wig83e]. Honoring [Fin00]. Honors [Wig62b]. Honour [Ble86, Sch85, Tor87, BVV84, dBDW+84]. hope [Wig78e]. hopeful [TW79b]. Hopf [CCB08]. hopping [KW01]. House [Duf46, Wig65c, BTW73, TWB73a, TWB73b]. Houston [Her79]. Houtermans [ABES12]. HTSC [SM05]. Hudson [Jan84]. Hughes [Wig57b]. Human [Ano48, Duf46, Dar47, Wig76i, Wig77h, Wig79j]. humanist [Rub82]. Hungarian [KW01, Wig02a, EGW69, Frö93, GW03, Har06a, Jon10, Lad93, Lan93a, Mar96, Nag88, NW70, Pal88, Stu05, Wag98, WWWE64, Wig29b, Wig29c, Wig33d, Wig35c, Wig64z, Wig64-27, Wig64-28, Wig64-29, Wig64y, Wig64-30, Wig64-31, Wig65u, Wig66k, Wig67-29, Wig68j, WA68, Wig69y, Wig71m, Wig71n, Wig72m, Wig72n, Wig72o, Wig73q, Wig73r, Wig73s, Wig75g, Wig76o, Wig76x, Wig88c, Wig88d, Wig88e, Wig92d, Wig92e, Wig95b, Wig95c, Wig02a, Wig02b, Wig02c, Zsa76]. Hungarians [Jan11]. Husimi [TKC+08]. Hydrocarbon [Wig59a, Wig60a]. Hydrodynamics [Tan63c]. Hydrogen [WH35, Wig54b, FW36, Wig33c]. hyperbolic [BW05]. hyperboloids [APW02].
ignition [Wig83]. ihre [Wig31b, Wig44]. II
[Wig26b, Wig96m, APW03, BL72, Bru87, DK70b, GS04b, Goe49, Gou86b, L"ow64, PD98, Tau61b, WS34, Wig57b, Wig82c]. III
[CvV82, CM80, DK71, LB73, Tau63a, Wig97a]. Illus
[Wig64f, Pai67a, Wei69a]. Illustrious [Fer68, Fer71]. Image [HS01]. immigrants [Fer68, Fer71]. Impact [Wig51b, Wig73d, Wig73f, Wig79u].
implementation [Zie88]. implications [LB73, Wig27a, Wig27b]. Important [TC10, Wig88c]. inaugalt [Bug77], inauguration [Bug77, Wig66f, Wig75c]. including [Nob72, SM05, Wig64e]. increased [WW62a, WW62b]. incredible [Hed93]. independence [PPG+19]. Indiana [Pai67a, Wei69a]. Indispensability [Gel14]. inequivalence [BH13]. Infinite [Wig50a, Wig55a, Wig57b, DK73b, DK78]. inflow [JCT11, JLC14]. influence [Wig74d, wYDK74]. Informal [Cla71b, Wig71j]. Information [Luo04, WY63, GI03, K+84, LLW+09, Yan10]. informational [HS95].
informatively [Bo09]. Inhomogeneous [Wig39b, Wig79a, BW73, Duf71, Wig64e, Wig89a]. Initial [Wig83f, Wig95b]. inner [CIMS08]. Innocence [Stu18]. In"on""u [FS82, Hud78, Maj93, WW95]. In"on""u-Wigner [Hud78, Maj93, WW95]. Inquiry [Gib19]. Inspiration [Wig62a]. instabilities [Fol80]. Instantaneous [VV66]. Institute [Bug77, MR76, Zic78]. Instruments [L.88]. insulating [SM06]. Integer [JF16]. integrability [RNM04]. integrable [BL03]. Integral [Lie90, Ber06]. integrals [DF77, WB05]. Integration [Win76]. integrations [CV80]. intellectual [Fer68, Fer71, Wig74d]. Interacting [VV65, VW66, KPT86, Pal82]. Interaction [CW41, EW41, LTW55, MDH94, Wig34, WE47a, HMW02, TKT+05, Wig38a, Wig69c, Wig69b]. Interactions [Kas21, WNY'84, ML91, SP74, Zic83b, Zic84]. Interest [L.88]. interesting [Pal88]. interface [WWCS14]. interference [PW28]. Interferenz [PW28]. Interj"u [Wig73r, Wig73q]. interj"ut [Wig73q]. Intermediate [Wig54e]. Internal [WK72, Wg65d, Wig65a]. International [Ano54b, Ano75, Ano77b, Ano78b, Ano83a, BH71, DGW84, GHM+87, KPS78, Meh73, Rub82, Sal89, SM07, Vil85, Wig68e, Wig69w, Zac84, Zic78, Zic83a, Zic83b, Zic85, Zic88, d'E71, F'76, KR78, MR76, Ano68, Wig51a, Wig51e]. Interpretation [Hug89, LTW55, NW70, Wig54f, Wig60h, Wig83g]. Interscience [Wig64f]. Interview [DMS84, Olt74a, Wig59c, Wig71d, Wi72f, Wig75d, Wig83j, Wig96j, Wig73q, Wig73a, Wig77b, DMS84, Wig73q]. Interviews [BH89]. intracule [GB04]. intrinseco [Maj32]. Intrinsich [WWW52, Maj32]. Introducing [Wig66d]. Introduction [Duf46, Wig73e, Wie53, Wig86a, EW61, WBBE30]. Introductory [Wig72g, Por65]. Invariance [HVV65, Wig49d, Wig57f, Wig60b, Wig64o, Wig64p, Wig72b, Wig82h, Wig85a, ZDF'84, HKW68, HVW82, Wig58, Wig65, Wig66a, Wig56f, Wig56b, Wig64n, Wig64l, Wig64d, Wig65u, Wig67a, Wig84f, Wig51c]. invariantialvek [Wig65a]. Invariant [AW75, EW41, Fro79, Tem07, Wig52b, Wig63b, HL88, Wig67h].
Közreadta [Wig72o]. Kramers [TCT16, Wig75c]. Kratzer [Sta10].
Kronecker [Wig71n, Wig65j, Wig71n]. Kronecker-multiplied [Wig71n].
Kronecker-szorzatat [Wig71n]. Kursunoglu
[Hen89, L.88, Ram89, Sch88, Stu88]. kvantovye [Vig58].
kvantummechanikaban [Wig64z, Wig79x]. kvantummechanikaja
[NW70]. Kyoto [Ano54b].

L [Fla68, Wig65c, Wig69e, Wig72d, Wig95b, NW70, Wig95b]. L.
[FW52, Wig56e]. Laboratory [Lan93b, Wig46b, Lan99]. Lagrangian
[LR83]. Lagrangians [LR78]. Lake [d'E71]. Lancelot
[Wig74h]. Largest [BY88]. Lattice [SIM93]. lattices
[L.88, Tal68, Ano68, Bug77, Nob72]. Leerstoel [Wig75c]. legacy
[Tis03]. Lejegyezte [Wig95b]. lejegyzésében [Wig02c]. Leó
[Wig92e, Fra05, Hor97, Wig69a, Wig96i]. Leonard
[Bec58, De 58, Edw60, Kin58, Set58]. lépni [Wig75g]. lettem [Wig02a].
Letter [Ein39, Kue61, Lap60, Mei61, WW61a, Wig58e, Wig64c, Wig67u,
Wig71f, WA72, Wig72h, Wig73g, Wig75b, Wig76g, Wig79r, Wig80c, Wig96j,
Dem15, Wig67-27, Wig69l, Wig76f, WW86]. Letters
[BJH68, Ger75, Gir75, Gul75, MW75, Sau75, Smi75, Wei75, Wig69o]. Level
[Wig49c, DK04, FS82, RM04, Wig57a, Wig57c, Wig65g]. levelei [Wig72o]. levels
[Wig38a, WF41, Wig51g, Wig65j, Wig69g]. Leverett [ACF^+42]. Lewis
[Wig75b]. Li [BW37, WB36]. library [LDD^+21]. Lichttheorie [WW30b].
Lie [Agr80, BB65, BW73, CLM76, Con72, Gin63, GW72b, Gou81, Gou86a,
Gou86b, Hud78, Kol73, Mez77, MAC84, MMZ^+05, WW95, Wig73j, ZY88].
Life [Pai67b, WL65, ABES12, Ano68, BDH^+89, DMS84, Wig70h, Wig71k,
Wig74f, Wig79p, Wig92b]. Lifetimes [Wig39a]. lifting [FS82]. Light [Cox61,
KW87c, Wig39a, Wig61a, Wig69j]. BH13, FW36, KW87a, WW30b, WW86].
lake [GBO04, OK78, SM06, WI98]. Limit
[Wig55c, Zha03, An09, Ara95, Wig64-30, Wig64-31, Zic83a]. limitation
[WW74]. Limitations [SW58, Tem07, SV86, Wig82i, Wig83h, Wig89b].
limited [BWD76b, HMW02, Wig76d]. Limits
[Wig50d, MMP94, RdGS01, Wig51d, Wig53b, Wig67c, Wig78h, Wig09].
Lindau [Ano79a]. Linear [CVV82, KS82, BW73, Bru85]. linewidth
[WW30b, WW30a]. Linienbreite [WW30b, WW30a]. Liouville [BT76].
Liouvillian [MR98]. L'irreale [Wig79s]. little
[HKS86, Vas89, Wig69h, Wig69j]. Littler [Wig57h]. locality [FW73].
localizability [Bac89]. Localization [Hal01, LO10, HS95, PS02, Ram00].
Localized [KW87c, NW49, KW87a]. Loewner [WvN54]. Logic
[Ano61, Tau61a]. London [Ano65, Hoo73]. Long [WE47a, Ano19]. Longer
[WW60, Wig67d]. look [dIPC79]. looks [Wig68b]. Loránd [Stu05]. Lorentz
[MR73, Dir45, Ker85, KW90b, KW90c, MR72, SW67, Vas89, Wig39b,
Wig64c, Wig79a, Wig90a]. Losev [Wig69d]. Loss [TW53].
Loss-Free [TW53]. Lost [San75]. Louis
[Ble86, Tor87, BVE30, BVV84, dBd76, dBDW84]. Low [Con72].
Low-Dimensional [Con72]. Lower [Wig55a]. lumps [Wig57i].
M [Coh59, Gla59, Kol60, Kon59, LW78, Wig53a, Wig66d, Wig96j].
M. [Wig72d, Wig73c]. M.I.T [Kir73]. Machine [Lan83, Ano15]. Machines
[Wig69g]. Madison [BH71, Wig67l]. Magic [Ne04]. Magnetic
[WW60, Hoo73]. Magnus [Wig67q, HW57a, HW57b]. Magyar [Wig92a].
Majorana [BW35, Bri65b]. Makers [Ano52]. Manhattan
[Lan93b, Lan99, Lan11]. Manifestations [OW84]. mankind [Wig86e].
Manpower [Wig69p]. Many
[WW60, HMW01, PS97, PMHW07, SD96, CPCR99, Wig59f]. Many-Body
[WW60, HMW01, PS97, PMHW07, CPCR99]. Many-Electron [SD96]. map
[BP01]. Maple [Lai94, FPG06]. mapped [Sta10]. March
[Ano61, Bug77, FR66, MR76, Wig67q, W75, WJ76, WH77a, Wig92b].
Märchen [Wig70d]. március [Wig73q, Wig92b]. Margenau [LS76, Put64].
Maria [Wig72a]. marslákó [Har06a]. Martians
[Har06b, Har06a, Lan93b, Lan99, Mar96]. Marx [Wig88d]. Maryland
[Zac84]. Mass [Kir73, Wig66, Wig33a, Wig65a, Jor78, SS05, Wig56e].
Massachusetts [Ano79b]. masses [Wig41a]. Massese [Wig63a]. Massive
[WSCP61, LR83]. massless [KW87b]. master [Duf71]. Masters [Duf46].
Matematica [Wig77c]. matematika [Wig64-27]. matematiká [Vig86].
Material [Wig61a]. Math [BB93, MA05a, Pos01, Szm99, Wig85d].
Mathematic [Ge14]. Mathematical [Baw99, BW61, Mac59, MR76, Mic85,
OLBC10, Sec62, Wig56c, Wig61f, Wig66a, Wig67q, WE47b, Wig50e, MR76].
Mathematics
[BW61, Cut63, How62, Isk23, Nic12, Omn11, Sec62, Tis98, Wig60j, Wig60k,
Wig60l, Wig67p, FF91, Gau94, Hed93, Jan14, MR76, Wig68, Wig64-27,
Wig67k, Wig74h, Wig77c, Wig85d, Wig90b, Wig91, Wig92b, Gau94].
Mathematik [Hed93]. Matrices [Bai93, BY05, FPG06, FKS97, LY09,
Wig55a, Wig57b, Wig58h, Wig67w, Ell92, Kot05, Kot07, MYPL90, PFG06,
SW67, Wig59f, Wig63d, Wig65h, Wig651, Wig698].
Matrix [BY88, DW64, GLB92, IW54, MQ71, RW54, W071, W072, CLM76, DK04,
GW72a, Gou81, GP86, JD90, Kot05, NW71, SC599, Szm98, Szm99, Wig52e,
Wig52f, Wig64a, Wig64h, WY64, Wig65f, Wig71n]. mátrixokról [Wig71n].
matter [MF69, Zic78]. Maurice
[Hen89, KW87d, Ram89, Sch88, Stu88, Wig88b]. Max [Wig50b]. maximal
[Wig48f, Kla91]. Necessary [BY88, MFAB85, Wig71e]. Need [Smi75, TW79b]. Needs [TW79a, WU75, Wig76a, WT79]. negative [OW81b]. neglected [CW74]. néhány [NW70, Wig64-28]. nella [Wig79t, Wig79p]. nelle [Wig79q]. nem [Wig88c]. Nepostizhimaja [Vig68]. neuer [Wig29a]. neueren [Wig26a, Wig26b]. Neumann [Beh91, Wig57d, Wig67b, Wig71e, Frö93, GW57, GW73, Hor97, Kla91, Lad93, Lan93b, Lan99, NAH89, Tau61a, Tau61b, Tau63a, Tau63b, Tau63c, Wig67-29, Wig71j, Wig96c, WG96, vN96]. Neumannrol [Frö93, Lad93]. Neutrality [MW75]. Neutron [Coh59, Gla59, Kou59, Rog13, SW61, Wig57a, WYW61, Kol60, WW58, Wig33d, Wig57c, Wig65g, Wig79u]. Neutrons [BW36, CJSW55a, CJW55, CJSW55b, FR13a, WCJS55, WCJS56, Wig65b, Wig33d]. News [Ano52, Wig51e]. News-Makers [Ano52]. Newton [Fle00, Hal01, Jor80]. nicht [Hed93, Wig26a, Wig26b]. Niels [Duf46]. Nincs [Wig88d, Wig88e]. nine [Mar06b]. nineteenth [Zic83b]. NIST [OLBC10]. NITM [Ell92]. NMR [Tem07]. No [BAA75, Gir75, Wig82d, Ano19, GW72b, Jor78, Wig88d, Wig88f]. Nobel [Ano79a, Wig64n, Wig65u, Hoi01, LW34, Wig64o, Wig64p, Wig65u, Wig67a, Wig82g, Wol67, Zsa76]. Nobel-dijas [Zsa76]. Nobel-eloadas [Wig65u]. Nobel-Vortrag [Wig64n]. Nobelmen [Ano63]. Nobelwoman [Ano63]. Nodal [SD96]. Noise [Gar88]. Noisy [BGA07]. non [OW81b, Wig79w, Wig86f]. non-negative [OW81b]. non-relativistic [Wig86f]. Noncanonical [Pal82]. Noncircular [Frö93]. noncombining [Wig26a, Wig26b]. noncommutative [BBDP08]. None [Duf46, MW46, MW07]. nonlinear [BAA75]. nonmagnetic [RI03]. nonnegative [Jan84, SC83]. Nonrelativistic [Wig86b, CM68]. Nontrivial [Bru85, Bru87]. nonzero [Jor78]. Normal [Wig60g]. Normalized [Ell92]. not-so-incredible [Hed93]. Note [Bar64, BW35, Maj05a, Wig54g, Jan84, Pos00, Pos01, Wig29a]. Notes [Ban04, Wei04, Wig51e, Wig70e]. notions [Bac89]. nött [Pal88]. Nov [Wig82a]. növekedése [WA68]. November [Ano75, Ano77b, Ano79b, Ano83a, KPS78, SVW98, SWW00, Wei97, WNY+84, Wig88d, Wig02a]. nucléaire [Wig61d]. Nuclear [BHT86, BAA+75, BW39, BW38, Bri65a, COWY57, COW+61, Cott63, EW41, EW58, EW61, FBR+41, How62, KPS78, MR76, Mla98, MW79, OYW61, Ore85, Seg85, Stu18, TW52, Wat93, Wig37b, WCT39, Wig41a, Wig49c, Wig51a, Wig51e, Wig65a, Wig59a, Wig60a, WY60, Wig62c, Wig62b, WOYW62, Wig65y, Wig68, Wig75, WH77b, Wig78f, Wig79r, Wig79v, Wig79b, Wig82l, Wig92c, Wig96m, And73, BHT1, Eck33, EGW67, FR66, Her76, Hod76, SW59, Wag98, WW60, Wei02, WF41, Wig48g, Wig51g, Wig53a, Wig54e, Wig57h, Wig59d, Wig61f, Wig65j, Wig66g, Wig67u, Wig67d, Wig67y, Wig69y, Wig70i, Wig74a, Wig76d, Wig76g, WH76, Wig82j].
Wig831, Wig85b, BW61, Her76, KPS78, Set58, Stu79, Wig63a, Bec58, De 58, Edw60, Kin58, Wig67o, Wig67y. **nucleare** [Wig82j, Wig83l].

**Nuclei** [FW37, Goe49, MW40, Wig37b, Wig37c, Wig39a, Wig52g, Wig52d, Wig58d, ZHH60].

**Nucleon** [LTW55]. **Nucleus** [FR13e, LTW55, Wig55d, EGW69, Wig67e, Wig65c]. **null** [BL72]. **number** [Wig58d]. **numbers** [Ne’04]. **Numerical** [AN92, RRC05, Tau63b, CMS77, GS04a, SAZ90].

**O** [Ble86, Sch85, Tor87]. **Oak** [Wig59c]. **Oberhettinger** [Wig67q]. **Obituary** [CFW78, Sei95, Wig72i, WJH76, Wig76h]. **Objections** [Cla71a].

**objective** [Ano19]. **objectives** [Wig69q, Wig58i]. **observability** [GW72a]. **observables** [HS95, Pos00, Pos01]. **observer** [PPG+19]. **observers** [Ano19]. **Obstacles** [BAB+82]. **occasion** [Ell02]. **October** [Wig64f, Wig64g, Wig74c, Wig75c, Wig75d]. **Odd** [MW40]. **Oesper** [Wig50b]. **Okrent** [Wig61e]. **Old** [Zic88, Wig68f, Zic88].

**one** [GW72b]. **On** [Ble86, Sch85, Tor87]. **One** [Ano06, CvV82, CMS77, DK70a, DK70b, DK71, DK73a, DK73b, DK75, DK78, DB08, Fro79, RV10, Wag98, Wig78e, yDK74, Wig26a, Duf46]. **One-body** [CvV82].

**One-Dimensional** [Ano06, Ste91, DK70a, DK70b, DK71, DK73a, DK73b, DK75, DK78, DB08, Fro79, RV10, yDK74]. **ones** [Wig66k]. **only** [Wig73k, Wig74g]. **Onsager** [Wig54d].

**Ontario** [Hoo73]. **onto** [Sta10]. **opening** [Wig79f]. **Operation** [MW79, Wig32c, Wig79b, Wig64q]. **Operations** [Bar64]. **Operator** [AR96, NAKS04, Szm98, Szm99, Arn94, Bo09, Jor78, Jor80, Sha73, ZY88].

**Operator-Split** [NAKS04]. **Operatoren** [Wig52a]. **Operators** [BB65, BG02, KS82, Mac04, OW78a, OW78b, Tau63a, WK72, Wig60g, Wig60h, Bec72, BL72, LNPC92, LB73, MS00, MM73, Mez77, OW78a, OW92, Wig52a, Wig78d, Won71, Tun61b]. **Opinion** [Fel67, SW56a]. **opinions** [Fr93, Lad93].

**Oppenheimer** [Wig76c]. **Optical** [JW87, Wig65c]. **Optics** [FM03, Maj05a, Maj05b, MS83]. **options** [Wig76a]. **Oral** [San95]. **order** [PMHW07, Ras89, VGB87]. **Organization** [Wig64b, Wig96c]. **organized** [MR76, Sal69]. **original** [BV65, Por65]. **origins** [TW79b]. **ortho** [Wig33c].

**orthogonal** [FB88]. **Orthogonalization** [SW70]. **Orthorhombic** [Wig33c]. **Ortvay** [Wig72o]. **oscillations** [Wig20]. **oscillator** [LSV08, OK78, RV11, SK05, Sta10, WW30a, dIPC79]. **Oscillators** [KW88c, CCT08, KW88a, LSV06, WN90]. **Oscillatory** [Dah95]. **Osipov** [Wig98d]. **Összetett** [Wig29c]. **Oswald** [Ve60]. **Oszillators** [WW30a]. öt [Har06a]. **Other** [L.88, Tau62]. ötven [Wig76o]. **Our** [DHW49, Wig76a, Wig82d, WNY+84, Wig71b, Wig86d]. **ours** [GW71].

**Outcomes** [Kas21]. **outer** [PD98]. **outlook** [WA68]. **Overall** [NWEC61]. **Overlapping** [KW88b, KW89b]. **Overview** [Wig64y]. **Oxford** [Wig51a, Wig51e]. **Oxide** [CJW55]. **Oxygen** [FW37, Wig37c, PCH02].
P [Ada70, Ano48, Bec58, Bel73, Bie69, BH89, Cha01, Cho68, Coh59, CH68, Crt63, De 58, DMS84, Edw60, Fan60, FR13b, Fes60, Fla68, Gla59, Gut60, Har99, HH04b, Hen89, How62, Kin58, Kir73, Kol60, Kou59, L.88, LW78, Mar69, Mar95, Paf67a, PaI67b, Ram89, Ros70, Sac59, Sch67, Sch85, Sch88, Set58, Stu88, Stu05, Tal68, Vos93, Wag81, Wei69a, Wei69b, Wig66a, Wig61e, Wig67q, Wig67r, Wig67-28, Wig70k, Wig72f, Wig78l, Wig83j, WS92, Wig96j, WS03, Wol77]. P/b [Sch85]. pace [Wig80b]. pages [Bec58, Edw60, Wig65c].

Pal [Wag98]. Pamphlet [Wig73n]. Panel [SBR + 86]. Panorama [Tru51]. Paper [Wig56e]. Papers [Rom00, Sch58, Sch03, vN96, BW65, Eck73, Gre69, Her79, Kol73, Miel4, NKW88, Por65, Veb60, Wig92c, Wig93, Wig95a, Wig96m, Wig97a, Wig97b, Wig98, Wig91b, von96]. para [Wig93c, Wig93c]. para-ortho [Wig33c]. Para-Orthowasserstoff [Wig33c]. parabolic [Ker85].

Paradox [Vil86]. Parallel [AC09]. Paramagnetic [Wig33c]. paramagnetische [Wig33c]. parameters [Loc76]. parametrization [HKS86]. Párbeszéd [Zsa76]. Parity [WWW52, WWW64]. Park [Zac84]. Part [Rom00, Bai93, Wig62a, Wig62b, Wig92c, Wig93, Wig95a, Wig96m, Wig97a, Wig97b, Wig98, Wig91b]. particelle [Maj32]. Participants [WWW66]. Participation [Wig72o]. Particle [AN92, KNS04, LB96, BT73, GW63, Zic73]. Particles [EW41, HW35, KW89c, KS07, Rom00, VW65, VW66, WWW52, Wig52c, WNY + 84, F + 76, KPT86, KW87b, KW90d, Lan87, LR83, Maj32, Mar06a, OW84, Pal82, WWW64, Wig66i, Wig69b]. Particular [IW54]. partitioning [GP86]. partly [MGM62]. partly-baked [MGM62]. path [Ber06]. Paths [Wig61a]. pattern [Gou86a, Gou86b].

Paul [Ano62, BvdM83, Ble86, Hen89, Hor97, L.88, Muk95, Ram89, SW89, Sch85, Sch88, SVW98, SVW00, Stu88, Tel95, Tor87, Vog95, Wag98, Wei97, Wig71d, Wig74c, Wig88b, Wig96a, BVV84, Goe01, KW87d, Tay87, Wig87e, Wig96k, dBDW + 84]. Pauli [JW28, Wig73p]. Paulische [JW28]. Peace [Ano78a, BAB + 82, Wig67s, Wig68b, Wig67o, Wig67y]. Peaks [TC10].

Peierls [Wig81a]. Pennsylvania [Ano83a]. People [Wig88c, Wig95c]. perfect [Wig79w]. perfette [Wig79w]. performed [Ano19]. Periodic [Tun61b, vN94, VW72d, LSV08]. Periphery [Cha01].

Permutation [LLBC85]. Personal [Ano61, Com56]. Perspective [Nic12, Seg85, Wig81a, Wig73c]. perspectives [KN19]. perturbáció [Wig35c]. perturbáció-elmélet [Wig35c]. Perturbation [BM64, CI908, FP03, HW01, Lów64, Wm98, Wig54b, Ahl70, LWA74, PHM90, Wig35b, Wig35c]. perturbations [Gra74]. Perturbative [HM902]. perturbed [BT73]. Peter [L.88]. Petition [Dan95]. Phase [Ber77, BC62, KW87c, KW88c, KW88b, Wig55c, Ara95, KW87a, KW88a, KW89b, L.84, RI05, SM05].

Phase-space [KW87a, KW88a, KW89b, L.84]. phases [RI03]. Phenomena [Wig57f, BH71, SW23, Wig58, Wig67h]. Phenomenological [Wig60h].

Philosophical [Rom00, WM95, Wig97c, Wig71h, Wig95a, Wig98, Wig91b].
philosophy [Hoo73, Wie53, Wig64l, Wig64d, Wig82h]. Photo [Ano83b].
photon [DK75, DK78, Stu03, Wig56e]. Phys [BB93, Maj05a, Pos01, Szm99].
physic [Wig73h, Wig74e, Wig76k]. Physical [Coh59, Dar47, Gla59, GL23,
Kou59, Rom00, Wig49d, Jah81, Kol60, LS76, MR76, Mic85, WW58,
Wig50e, Wig51c, Wig71h, Wig74h, Wig77f, Wig77g, Wig82h, Ano48].
Physicist [Hen89, Ram89, Sch88, Stu88, ABES12, Her76, KW87d, Meh73,
Wig68b, Wig02a, L.88]. Physicists [Ano19, HH04a, Har06b, Jon10, Wig82g].
Physics [Ano54b, Anoxxa, Anoxxb, EW61, Meh73, Mla98, Sch85, Stu18,
Vog95, Wig46b, Wig65t, Wig66a, Wig67c, Wig67d, Wig70h, Wig74f, Wig77h,
WNY+84, Zac84, Zic83a, Zic83b, Zic85, Zic88, d’E71, Ano54a, Ano68,
BDH+89, DGW84, FBR+41, FF91, FR66, GHM+87, GW63, HOSW84, Kib76,
KR78, KHFA67, MR76, Meif4, Pal88, Ros82, Sal69, SW59, Str11, Stu79,
Wig66, Wig54c, Wig66g, Wig68f, Wig71g, Wig72j, Wig74d, Wig79p, Wig82i,
Wig83c, Wig83d, Wig83f, Wig84a, Wig89b, Wig92d, WM95, Wig99, Zic73,
Ano68, L.88, LW34, Rom00, Wig68, Wig51a, Wig51e, Wig76l, Wig77c, Wig81a,
BH70, Wig90m, Fla68, Pal77, Wig50b, Wig67q, Wig53a, Wig56d, Wig81a].
physics* [Wig92f]. Physik [Wig56c, Wig76l]. physikalischen [Wig51c].
Physique [Wig61d]. Picture [MDH94, CLM76]. Pierre [Ble86, Tor87]. Pile
[FWN+45, NWEC61]. Piles [LK04]. piu [Wig83l]. place [Wig72]. plan
[Wig72]. plans [WG74c]. Plant [ACF+42, LCM+42, Wig69y, Wig79r].
plasma [CMS77]. Pleasantly [Har99]. Pluhar [Wig65c]. Plutonium
[WV60b]. Poi [Wig09b]. Poincaré [MR73, Bec72, MR72, NKW88]. Point
[VW65, VW66, GRT91]. points [CV80, Kla91]. Poisson [AF95, Arn94,
AR96, CHH05, DK04, LZ94, RNM04, Rin92, Ste91, TP01, Zha03]. Polányi
[WJH76, WH77a, Wig02b, Jha11, Ano61, Wig02b]. Polyanian [Jha11].
Polarization [BH71]. Poles [Wig52b]. Policing [Fin60]. Policy [Wig62c].
Polish [MR76]. Political [Rom00, Wig95a, Wig98, Wig01b]. polyhedra
[SAZ90]. Polymath [Hen89]. polynomials [LB73]. Polytechnic [Bug77].
Pondering [Wig61h, Tis03, Wig67g]. Population [CW74], pörg [NW70].
Portrait [Pai00]. Position [OW78b, OW78a, WK72, Jor78, Jor80]. Positive
[PW67, SM03, Bo99, BW95, PI02, PW68, SCS99, Wig63d, WY64, WA68,
Wig73k, Wig74g]. Positivity [Jan81, MFAB85]. Positron [WCT39, Maj37].
positron [Ma+37]. Possibilities [WNY+84]. Possibility [WH35]. possible
[BH13, Wig66c]. posteriorem [HMW02]. potential
[BT73, KPT76, K benz, MM99, Pal82, Wig32b]. Potentials
[Be91, Be94, Kla91]. Potentialschwellen [Wig32b]. Power
[BAA+75, Wig61g, LCM+42]. Pp
[Hen89, Wig79j, Duf46, Kol60, Pa67a, We69a, Wig64f]. Pre calculated
[RY03]. predict [Wig83l]. Preface [Wig71i, Wig69y]. prefer [Wig83b].
Preis [Ble86]. Premature [Wig72h]. premier [Wig62d]. Prepared
[Wig82b]. preparedness [Wig76d]. presence [DK75, DK78]. Present
[Wig66b, TW79b, Wig82i, Wig86f]. present-day [Wig82t]. presentation
[Nob72]. presented [Ano61, Gre86, Gre69, Wig67t]. president
[Bug77, Dan95, Ein39]. Press [Bec58, Ble86, Edw60, Hen89, Kir73, Kol60,
Pai67a, Sch85, Wei69a, Wig65c, Wig69s. prevedere [Wig83i]. Price [Bec58, Edw60, Wig65c]. Prima [Wig82j]. Prime [JF16]. primitive [Wig74h]. Princeton [Bec58, Edw60, Wig86, Wig79j, Ano30, Ano58]. Principle [Wig79c, SCS99, Wig29a, Wig79n]. Principles [HVW65, Wig64o, Wig64p, Wig72b, Wig85a, EGW67, HVW82, Vig65, Wig64n, Wig64l, Wig67a, Wig68f, Wig76o, Wig80d, Wig82h, Wig84b, Wig84f]. principy [Vig65]. prirody [Vig65]. Prize [Ano79, Wol67]. Prize-winner [Wol67]. Prizes [LW34]. Pro [WU75]. Probabilities [Wig70g, Wig76i, Wig76j]. Probability [Wig61b]. Problem [AR96, Cox61, HW01, Jha11, Ste91, Wig54a, Fro79, Non99, PD98, PMHW07, Wig48g, Wig67f, Wig67i, Wig71h, Wig78g, Wig83i, Wig83k, Wig84e]. Probleme [Wig58i]. problems [Rub82, TW79b, Wig58i, Wig61f, Wig71g, Wig73h, Wig74e, Wig76k, Wig78h, Wig86d]. procedures [PFG06]. Proceedings [SM07, Wig64f, Wig64g, Zic83a, Zic85, d’E71, Ano75, Ano77b, Ano78b, Ano83a, BH71, BW61, DGW84, FR66, GHM+87, Hoo73, KPS78, MR76, Rub82, Sal69, Stu79, Vl85, Zic83b, ZHH00, Ano54b, Ano78a, Mac59, WNY+84, Ctu63, How62, Sec62, Wig58a]. Process [BY05, WY73]. Processes [vNW29a]. Producing [Wig61g, WW61b]. Product [DF77, CIS90, Ear81, Fr79]. Production [Wig76d]. Products [WW48, Wig73j, CS81, Lit72, WW46a, WW46b, WW51, Wig65i, Wig73i]. Professional [WFS+69]. Professor [MW62, MW64, Zsa76]. Professors [LW34]. professzorral [Zsa76]. Program [TW79a, GW71, TN84, WT79]. programs [AD73, AD84, CM66]. Progress [Wig57h]. prohibition [JW28]. Project [Wig92a, Lan93b, Lan99, Lan11, PW64a, PW64b, Wig65k, Wig66c]. Projection [Sha73, Joy01]. Proliferation [FR13c]. promise [Rub82, Wig67t, Wig77j]. Proof [HKW68, Jor78, Ras89, Ros99]. propagation [AN09]. Properties [BSW36, KS82, MF69, Wig52d, BB92, BB93, BS64, NW70, OW81b, Stu03, WF41, Wig59f, Wig87a]. property [CMS77]. proportion [Woo80, Wig86]. Proposal [SM05]. Protection [We69b]. Protonen [Wig33b]. Protons [FR13a, Wig65b, Wig33b]. proves [Ano19]. provided [Wig71n]. Prozessen [vNW29a]. Prüfung [DGW34]. Public [Duf46, MW46, MW07]. Publisher [Ma]05a. Publishers [Wig71k]. Publishing [Wig65c]. Pure [SW59, Wig85d]. purpose [Wig84d, Wig88a, Wig92d]. Putnam [MW62, MW64]. Puzzle [Ban09, McD17]. Puzzling [Gel14]. Pythagorean [McD17, Scu07a]. Pythagoreans [Ne04].

QBism [DFS20]. quadratically [ISRK12]. Qualitative [Wig54i, WS55]. Quando [Wig79w]. quanta [Jor78]. quantal [Mar03]. Quantenmechanik [Wig31b, Wig44, vNW28a, vNW28b, vNW28c, Wig27c, WW28, Wig32c]. quantenmechanischen [Wig62h]. quantenmechanischer [Wig52a]. Quantentheorie [Wig26a, Wig26b]. Quantization [BC62, HL88, CCT08, DV97, Fro79, Pal82, Poi99, RV10]. quantized [BT73]. Quantum [Ano78c, BVV84, Bel73, BV65, BGA07, Cob72, CHS97, Dir27,
Fan60, Fer32, F+76, For97, Fre15, Gar88, GL23, Gut60, Hal01, Hei74, HW39, Hug89, IORZ67, JvNW34, KKF89, KS07, LM89, LPN11, Lu04, MH94, Mar06a, MS83, OW81a, PE77, Rom00, Sac59, SW58, SV86, Sch85, Sch88, Sch03, Scu07b, SM05, TAU81a, WES21, WZ83, Wig31b, Wig32a, Wig50c, Wig51f, WvN54, Wig57f, Wig64f, Wig64g, WL65, Wig66a, Wig70g, Wig71a, Wig73j, Wig76i, Wig83a, Wig86b, dBDW+84, vNW28a, vNW28b, vNW28c, Ano19, BBDP08, Ber06, Cha01, CPCF99, DK70a, DK70b, DK71, DK73a, DK73b, DK75, DP01, FB88, Fon94, GI03, Gre86, Hoo73, JWY67, JC10, JLC14, KPT86, KW81a, KW89a, KW90a, KLM09, KHFA67, LSV06, LSV08, MR98, MACS04, MMZ+05, NW70, NKW88. quantum [OW81b, OW84, PS97, PPG+19, SW72, Sch96, SG75, Scn07a, Str11, TP01, Vig58, Wig26a, Wig26b, Wig27c, WW28, Wig29c, Wig32c, Wig44, Wig52a, Wig54c, Wig56a, Wig56f, Wig56d, Wig59d, Wig62h, Wig63b, Wig64z, Wig64q, Wig67h, Wig68a, Wig69m, WY73, Wig73c, Wig73i, Wig73l, Wig76i, WIG79x, Wig83g, Wig83k, WIG84e, WIG86d, Wigxx, wYDK74, ZWE12, d’E71, dIPC79, Ble86, Tor87.]. Quantum-Mechanical [HW39, LM89, OW81a, DK71, OW81b, SG75, Wig52a, Wig66f, Wig62h, Wig84c]. quantum-mechanika [Wig29c]. quantum-statistical [DK70a, DK71, DK73a, DK73b, DK75, wYDK74]. quasi [Ano08]. quasi-three-dimensional [Ano08]. quasipin [Hon76]. query [Wig76f]. Quest [Ble86, Sch85, Tor87, BVV84, Com56, dBDW+84]. Question [Wig75b, Wig62f]. Questions [Wig83j, And73, Wig71b]. Qui [Dem15].

R [L.88, Wig67q, Wig78j]. R. [Wig65i]. Racah [AD73, AD84, Bru85, Bru87, DM87, DA73, DLD+81, Joy01, JBR02, Kot05, Kot07, LB71, LLBC85, Mae91, MM92, RR96, Tem07, Wig54f, Won79, ZY88]. Race [Duf61]. radar [LIE90]. radial [CLM76]. Radiation [Dir27, Fer32, SW56b, WW46a, WW46b, WW58, DK70a, DK70b, DK71, DK73a, DK73b, DK75, WW30a, wYDK74]. radiation-field [DK73b]. radiations [Wig66]. Radioactivities [Wig39a]. Radioactivity [Wig43]. Radiochemical [CS51]. Ralph [Wig50b]. Random [Bai93, FKS97, Web73, Wig67w, DK04, JD90, Kot05, Kot07, Wig65f, Wig69s]. random-sign [JD90]. randomly [BT73]. Range [WE47a, WW60, Wig67d, Wig70i]. Rate [Bai93, WW48, WW51, Wig37a, WE37, FW36, PW32, Wig25]. Rates [Wig39c]. Ray [WB36]. Rayleigh [Wig35b, Wig35c, Wig54b]. Rayleigh-Schrödinger-féle [Wig35c]. Re [MH94, Ano79b]. re-evaluation [MH94]. Reaction [BHT86, LPN11, Wig39c, Wig46a, WOYW62, Wig63c, And73, Her76, Wig25, Wig62d, Wig67m, Wig821, Wig62d]. Reactions [HW39, NW61, TW52, Wig37a, WE37, Wig46c, Wig46d, WE47a, Wig49c, WW61b, ZHH60, BH71, FW36, Hod76, PW32, Wig32b, Wig54e, Wig67l, ZHH60]. Reactor [COW+59, Cut63, How62, Mei61, MW79, OWYW56, OWYW58, OWYW59, OWYW61, SW61, WW61a, WOYW56a, WOYW56b, WOYW57, Wig57e.
Wig58c, W058, WWY58a, Wig58f, Wig59e, WC60, WWY60, Wig60e, Wig61e, Wig61c, Wig62e, Wig79b, Wig01a, Ban04, BW61, Wei04, Wig61f, Wig66f.

Reactors
[COW+61, SBR+86, SWC59, Wig57h, Wig58g, Wig59a, Wig60a, WW58, Wig81, Wig59d, Wig60f, Wi75, Wig85b, C0h59, Gla59, K0u59, K0l60].


Recall [Wig61h, Wig67g]. Receipt [Wig66b]. Reciprocal [Wig54d]. Recognition [Wig80d]. Recollections [Bon92, Vos93, Wig75c, WS92, WS03, Wig73s]. Reconstruction [Mac04]. Record [WT79]. Recordings [Wig88d]. Recoupling [PD08, Joy01].

Recursion [BMR65]. Recursive [Wol71, SG75]. reduce [Wig65i]. Reduced [Gou92, GP86, Pa188, PD98]. reducible [Wig71n]. reducible [Wig71n].

Reduction [MR72, MR73, NAKS04, Wig73j, Wig73i]. Reeh [Fle00, Hal01]. reference [PCH02]. Reflected [Cox61]. Reflection [Wig84d, Wig88a, VC01]. Reflections [Gut68, Mar67, Pae67a, Rom00, Sch67, Wig62d, Wig63f, Wig72n, WMW95, Kir73, Wig64e, Wig67-28, Wig70k, Wig781, Wig97c, Wig01b, Fla68, Cho68, Wig69t]. reflexiok [Wig72n]. Réflexions [Wig62d]. Refugee [Seg85, Jon10]. Regge [Hol73a]. Regime [AF95, MP01]. Regional [Zic78]. Regular [Gra74, MACS04]. Rehovoth [Wig58a]. rejection [PPG19]. Rejoinder [Wig71]. related [Rno74].

Relation [OW77, OW78b, Ste91, LLW+09, OW78a, Wig72c, Wig77b, Wig77a, Yan10].

Relational [Wes21]. Relations [Wes21]. Relationships [Maj05a, Maj05b, Wig72f, Wig75a]. Relationships [Jan68]. Relativistic [BW48, Hal01, KW89c, ML91, OW78b, VW65, VW66, Wig47b, Wig56a, Wig56f, Wig56b, Wig57f, Wig57b, Wig69c, Wig69b, Wig73k, Wig73l, Wig74g, KW90d, OW78a, Wig66f, Maj32, Wig58, Wig47c, Wig48b]. relativistica [Maj32]. Relativistische [Wig47c, Wig48b]. Relativitätsprinzip [Wig29a]. Relativity [Wig49b, Wig49c, Wig79e, Wigxx, NKW88, Wig29a]. Relaxation [DK70b, D71k, DK70a, DK73a, DK73b, DK75, DK78, y YDK74, Wig69d].

Relevance [Fla68]. Relativistskaja [Wig58]. Remarks [CH05, Wig39c, Wig50a, Wig62f, Wig66h, Wig66g, Wig66f, Wig67u, Wig67i, Wig68k, Wig69d, JD90, Wig74b, Wig78b, Wig78c, Wig78i, Wig87a].

Remembered [Woo95]. Remembering [Tis03, Wig87c, Wig90k, Wig88b, Wig71k]. Remembers [Har99, Wig79m].

Remind [Duf46]. Reminiscences [Hen89, KW87d, L88, Sch88, Stu88, Ram89]. replies [Wig74i]. Reply [But64, Put64, Wes21, Wig65k, Wig78i, Wig72e].
Report [ACF^+42, Duf46, PW64a, PW64b, KHFA67, MW46, MW07, Wig69h, Wig69i, Lap60]. Reporter [Wig92f]. Reports [Wig68g]. Representation [KW87c, KW88b, TKC^+08, Wol71, Wol72, GW72b, Hol73c, KW87a, KW88a, KW89b, MACS04, OK78, Seg03, Wig71n, Wig73i]. Representations [BB65, IW52, IW53, RSdG99, Wig39b, Wig41b, Wig71c, Wig73j, Wig70a, Dir45, GW72b, Lit72, LLBC85, Wig64e, Wig65i, Wig71m, Wig89a]. reprints [BV65, Por65, Ros82]. Reproducing [Wig61b]. Representation [KW88c]. Republican [Wig72l]. repulsive [CHH05]. Requirement [Wig82d]. Requirements [BW38, W198]. Research [MR76, NWA72, Ano54a, HKT77, Hoo73, WA72]. Residues [Wig52b]. Resolution [RB92, PD08]. REson [TN84]. Resonance [CJSW55a, CJSW55b, LTW55, Wig46c, Wig46e, Wig46d, WE47a, WCJS55, WCJS56, Kla91, WE47b, Wig51g, Wig57c, Wig57g, Wg65g, Wig65l, Wig65j, Wig66h, Wig67l]. resonances [TN84]. resonant [JCT11]. resources [DHW49]. respect [MR72, MR73]. Respecting [DFS20]. Response [Kue61, Wig78j, Wig86c, CvV82, Rub82, Wig66b]. responsibilities [WW62a, WW62b]. Restraint [Sm275]. restricted [GW72b]. Restriction [Wig71c, Wig73j, Wig73j]. result [Ras89]. Results [Wig57g, Wig57g, GS04a]. részek [WWW64]. retaliation [Wig69j, Wig69k]. retentissement [Wig73f]. retrospect [Stu79]. reversal [HKW68, Wig32c, Wig64q]. Review [Ada70, Bec58, Bel73, Bie69, Ble86, Bre72, Cho68, Coh59, CH68, CJSW55b, Cut63, De 58, Duf46, Edw60, Fan60, Gla59, Gut60, Gut68, Hec74, Hen89, How62, Kin58, Kir73, Kol60, Kou59, L.88, Mar67, Mar69, Pai67a, Pai67b, Par65, PE77, Ram89, Rom00, Ros70, Sac59, Sch67, Sch85, Sch88, Sec62, SBR^+86, Set58, Stu88, Tor87, Van94, Wei90a, Wei90b, Wg49b, Wg49c, Wg50b, Wg53a, Wg56c, Wg57h, Wg57i, Wg58a, Wg60i, Wg61d, Wg61e, Wg62c, Wg62g, Wg63a, Wg64f, Wg64g, Wg65c, Wg65d, Wg65m, Wg66a, Wg67o, Wg67n, Wg67p, Wg67q, Wg677, Wg67y, Wg69d, Wg69t, Wg69s, Wg70b, Wg71k, Wg76c, Wg76b, Wg79j, Wg81a, Wg83k, Wg84e, Por65, Wg671, Wg69c, Wg74a]. Reviews [WBBE30, Wig56d]. Revisited [Omn11, Wig71a, CvV82, DMMT93, dIPC79]. revolution [Vil85]. rhombic [MW24]. rhombischen [MW24]. Richard [Wig72c]. Richardson [Wig36a]. Ridger [Wig59c]. Rings [Taa63a, P902]. Riporter [Wig92f]. Rise [Wig67p]. risks [Wig79v]. road [Wig67z]. Roadblocks [Wig68d, Wig73m]. Robert [L.88, Wig62c]. robust [PMHW07]. Role [KKF69, Wig67c, Jah81, Wig50e, Wig64l, Wig64d, Wig80d, Wig82h, Wig84, Wig84d, Wig88a, Wig92d, ZWE12, Mar03]. roles [Wig66j, Wig74h]. Rolle [Wig64]. Ronald [Wig71k]. Roosevelt [Dem15, Ein39]. Root [MH98]. Roots [Wig46f, Wig58h, Wig07, Wig65f, Wig65h]. Rosen [Wig76b]. rotating [SK05, Sta10]. Rotation [AC09, LY09, DMMS05, MM92, PFG06]. Rotational [HW35]. rotations [HKS86]. rotten [Wig67-27]. Round [MFG^+83]. Roundoff [GRT91]. Roundtable [W^+75]. Royal [Wig02b].
Space \cite{Ber77, Ble86, BC62, KW87c, KW88c, KW89b, KW90d, BNS04, PW67, SW58, Sch85, Tor87, WDG50a, ArA95, Bps89, BZ74, BVV84, BL72, Fon94, GI03, HL90, KPT86, KW87a, KW88a, KW89b, Lag84, MS06, PW68, Rono74, SV86, dBDW84]. Space-dependent \cite{KNS04}. Space-time \cite{KW89c, SV86}. Spacelike \cite{SW58}. Spacer \cite{WO58}. Spaces \cite{APW02, APW03}. Spacing \cite{Wig57c, Wig65g}. Spacings \cite{Wig51g, Wig65j}. Spain \cite{GHM+87}. Spatio-temporal \cite{JW87}. Spatio-temporal-Frequency \cite{JW87}. Speak \cite{BAA+75}. Speaks \cite{CH68, Mar69, Wig68i}. specchio \cite{Wig79s}. Special \cite{CV80, OW78b, Tal68, Wig67q, ZDF+84, HS83, OW78a, Rno74, Bie69, NKW88}. specific \cite{PCH02}. Spectra \cite{Wig31b, vNW28a, vNW28b, vNW28c, NW70, PP87, Wig59g, Fan60, Gut60, Sac59}. Spectral \cite{AF95, Bai93, BY05, Rin92, Arn94, GS04b, GS04a}. Spectral-collocation \cite{Arn94}. Spectroscopy \cite{Wig37b}. Spectrum \cite{WB36, JD90}. speculates \cite{MGM62}. Speech \cite{Wig78a, Wig68j}. speeches \cite{Nob72}. spektra \cite{WW28}. Spektren \cite{vNW28a, vNW28b, vNW28c}. Spheres \cite{CJW55, WCJS55, WCJS56, APW03}. spherical \cite{Dra86, MS06, Poi99}. Spin\cite{Tem07, vNW28a, vNW28b, vNW28c, Bec72, DGW34, Dra86, FR66, Kot07, Lan87, LR83, OW84, Pos00, Pos01, RNMO4, Wig58d, Wig66g, Wig70h, spin-OW84}. spin-weighted \cite{Dra86}. Spinerhaltungssatzes \cite{DGW34}. spinning \cite{NW70}. spinors \cite{HKS86}. Spirit \cite{Gib19}. Split \cite{NAKS04}. Splitting \cite{AR96, Arn94}. sponsored \cite{Zic78}. spontaneous \cite{BH13, DK70a}. springs \cite{LSV06}. St \cite{Wig74c}. Stäbchensolen \cite{SW23}. stability \cite{CMS77, Fod78, FI02}. stable \cite{Wig70h}. standardization \cite{LLBC85}. star \cite{GSO4b, GS04a}. start \cite{Ban04, Wei04}. start-up \cite{Ban04, Wei04}. State \cite{Rom00, SIM93, Wig67t, Ano65, GI03, HB90, Mei64, PCH02, SM06, Wig38b}. state-specific \cite{PCH02}. statement \cite{Wig67u, Wig69w, Wig79h, Wig79f, Wig82b}. statements \cite{Wig77d}. States \cite{NW49, Wi76d, BW95, CW71, Loo94, TKT93+09, Wig66h, Wig72d, Cob72, Dan95}. stati \cite{Wig83l}. stationary \cite{ALZ00}. Statistical \cite{CW71, IÖRZ67, Por65, SP74, Wig59h, DK70a, DK70b, DK71, DK73a, DK73b, DK75, WR28, Wig51g, Wig65j, Wig69s}. strongly \cite{Fre93}. Structural \cite{FI02, Hal81, Hal83}. Structures \cite{FW37, Hug89, SD96, Wig36c, Wig37c, WQh92, WW92, BL72, EW58, EGW67, EGW69, LB73, MW24, WW28, Wig69y, Won76, De 58, Kin58, Set58, Bps58, Edw60, Wig49e, Wig49h, Wig58a}. Structures
T [HMW05, Wig66a, Wig77b]. table [MFG + 83]. Tacit [Jha11]. tagja [Wig02b]. Talk [GW72a, Wig69c, Wig71b, Wig72g]. talks [Wig70c]. Talaahassee [FR66, LW78, Wig87b]. Talman [Bie69]. Talmi [Wig63a]. tanárai [KW01]. tanuló [Wig73r]. Tasks [Wig73, Wig73i]. Taylor [L.88, Stu88]. Teacher [Stu05]. Teacher/Eugene [Stu05]. Teachers [Stu05, KW01]. teaching [HKT77, Jan14]. Technique [Rim92]. Techniques [Ano54a, Gre86, Sha73]. technology [Bug77, Wig77i]. Teil [Wig26a, Wig26b]. teljes [Wag98]. Teller [Wig76c, BH89, Hor97, Lan93b, Lan99, MF69, Wig62b, Wig69f, Wig96b].

Temperature [CJW55]. Tennessee [ZHH60]. Tensor [MS00, BL72, Kib76, LB73, Mez77, Won71]. Tensorial [Tem07, Ell92]. tensors [HB90, RR96]. Teoria [Maj32, Maj37]. term [Wig27a, Wig27b]. Term [Wig26a, Wig26b]. Termstrukturen [Wig27a, Wig27b]. termszerkezetekre [Wig64-28]. Terrible [Duf46]. Test [Fin60]. Testing [Ore58, Wig58e]. Texas [WNY + 84, Her79]. texture [JC90]. Their [IW53, Par65, WNY + 84, HS83, HB90, Hor97, Lan93a, LB73, Scu07b, Wig64x, Wig66i, Wig80d, Wig83f]. them [Wig76a]. Theodore [Hor97].

Theorem [Bar64, Gin63, HW57b, Agr80, BH13, BG03, Ell92, HW57a, Jan84, MS00, Mez77, Mol99, Pos00, Pos01, Sch96, BG02, LM63, WvN54].

Theorems [Wig67q, ZWE12]. Theoretic [Bie69, Tal68, Tem07, AW75].

Theoretical [Ano54b, Ano68, BW48, L.88, Meh73, Sal69, Wig46b, Wig68e, Zac84. DGW84, GW63, KR78, Wig79x, Wig53a]. Theorie [Wig27a, Wig27b, Wig51c, Wig62h]. Theories [Bri65b, FR13c, Eck33, Por65, Szm98, Szm99, Wig50e, Wig67l]. Theorists [Wig73j, Wig73i]. Theory [Ano78c, BSW36, BSW64, BM64, Coh59, CW41, Dir27, DW64, Fan60, Fer32, Gla59, Gut60, HW39, HW01, Kau09, LB96, Löw64, MH98, OC07, PE77, RB92, Sac59, Stu04, Tan61a, Tan61b, Taut3b, TW52, Wen98, Wig31b, WB35, WCT39, Wig39c, Wig49d, Wig51f, Wig54b, WvN54, Wig64f, Wig64g, Wig66i]. Thermal [Wig82h, Wig86f, Wig88d, WvN54, Wig64-28, Wig64-30, Wig64-31, Wig88d]. thermal [Wig64-28].

Thermodynamic [Wig32a, Wig83a]. thesis [F+ 76]. thing [Ano19]. things
unified [Dra86]. Uniform [LY09]. Unimodular [SW67]. Union [Wig62j, WG74a, WG74b]. uniqueness [OW81a]. Unit
[KN94, Wig61b, Won71]. Unitarity [LM63]. Unitary [BMR65, Dir45, GP86, Kas21, Wig39b, Wig60h, Wig79a, BH13, BL72, Ell92, FB88, Kot05, Kot07, LB73, Mol99, Wig89a]. United [Dan95, Wig76d, Cob72]. Unity [Ano75, Ano77b, Ano78b, Ano79b, Ano83a, Gre69, Rub82, Vil85, Wig75e, Wig75f, Wig76m, Wig80c, Zic83b]. Universal [GS94b, GS94a, FS82]. universality [SM05]. Universe [Wig60d]. University [Bec58, Ble86, Edw60, Hen89, Hoo73, Kol60, MR76, Pia67a, Sch85, Wei69a, Wig64f, Wig64g, Wig79j, WNY+84, Wig59b, Wig74h]. unknown [Wig35a, Wig65r, Wig65s, Wig69v]. ünnepi [Wig88d]. Unravelling [FR13e]. unreal [Wig79s]. Unreasonable [Gel14, HNP09, Isl22, Omn11, Wig60j, Wig60l, Wig91, Jan14, Wig67k, Wig85d, Wig90b, Wig92b, Wig68]. Unusual [vNW29b, MF69]. upon [Wig66b]. Uranium [CJSW55a, CJW55, CJSW55b, CW58, CW61, WM58, Wig92a]. Ursache [PW28]. USA [FR66, WNY+84, Zac84]. USCDC [Wig74c]. Use [HVV65, HVW82, LR78, Wig84f]. user [AD73, AD84]. uses [Wig79u]. Using [JW87, JF16, KNS04, GRT91, JC90, RRC05, VC01]. Utah [Wig74h]. ütközetek [Wig64y]. Üzenet [Wig95c].
vonatkozóan [Wig64-28]. Vortrag [Wig64n]. vote [Wig72l]. vs [Luo04, RI03, Wig69j, Wig69k]. vulnerability [CW74].

W [Wig63a]. Walk [Web73]. wall [LSV08]. Walsh [Wig92f]. Walter [CH68, Sch67]. War [Wig67o, BWD76b, Wig67y, Wig68h, WH76, Wig80b]. Warner [Ano52]. Wars [Stu18]. Warsaw [MR76]. War [Fin60]. Washington [Ano77b, Vi85, W+75, Wig82e]. Water [Wig43, WOYW56a]. Watermarking [TC10]. Wave [BW48, BSW36, WBBE30, Wig47b, BT76, BSW64, OK78, Wig47b, Wig74g]. wave-kinetic [BT76]. wave-mechanical [OK78]. Waves [KW87c, KW87a, Wig69d]. Way [Duf46, WU75]. ways [Wig76a]. weakly [Wig63d]. weakness [Wig87a]. Weapons [Ore58, Wig58e, Wig62c]. Weighing [Wig76n]. Weighted [Jan81, Dra86]. Weinberg [Coh59, Glä59, Kol60, Kou59, Wig66d, Wig69t, Wig96j]. Weird [Str11]. Weisner [Wig64c]. Weisskopf [Wig53a, App87, DK70b, DK71, DK73a, DK73b, DK75, DK78, Dav74, wYDK74]. Weizmann [Zic78]. Wellengleichungen [Wig47c, Wig48b]. Wellenmechanik [WBBE30]. Wentzel [TCT16]. Werner [Wig76h]. Wesley [Vig86]. West [SW59]. Western [Hoo73]. Weyl [Jan05a, BBDP08, Ber06, DV97, DP01, Maj05b, MMZ+05, Poi09, RIdG99]. Where [Lan93b, Lan99]. which [TW79b, Wig65i]. While [Wig61h, Wig67g]. White [Wig65m]. Whittlesey [Duf46]. Who [Duf46, Wig68i, Dem15, Har06b, Mar06b, Dem15, Mar69, CH68]. Whyte [Wig65c]. Wick [Ler90]. Widths [Wig49c, Wig51g, Wig65j]. Wiesskopf [DK70a]. Wightman [Rom00]. Wigner [Ada70, Ahl70, Bec58, BB93, Bie69, Coh59, CH68, DV97, Edw60, Fan60, Fes60, Fla68, Gut60, Gut68, He74, Hen89, Kir73, Kol60, L.88, Maj05a, Mar67, Mar69, Pai67a, Pai67b, Par65, Pos01, Rom00, Ros70, Sac59, Sch85, Sch88, Sei95, SVW98, SVW00, Set58, Stud88, Szm99, Tel95, Wei69a, Wei97, Wig72o, Wig73q, Abe92, Agr80, Ahl70, AD73, AD84, AC09, APW02, APW03, AF95, AK00, AN09, Ano48, Ano52, Ano58, Ano62, Ano83b, Ano92, Ano94, Ano06, Ano08, App87, Ara95, AN92, Arn94, AR96, ALZ00, ACW98, Bac89, BY88, Bai93, BY05, BB65, BH13, BG02, BG03, Bal19, Ban09, Bo09, Bar64, BdVS83, Bvv84, BBDP08, Beh91, Beh94, Bel73, BLS03, Ber06, Ber77, BB89, Bie61, BGL87, Ble68, Bon92, Brie65b, BHS9, BC62]. Wigner [BW95, BMR65, BM64, BJH68, Bru85, Bru87, BGA07, CMS77, CHD98, CCT08, CM66, CCB72, CLM75, CM68, CHH00, CD79, Cha01, CIMS08, Cho68, CV80, CPCF99, CM80, Col94, Cox61, Cri67, CUZ01, Cut63, Dah95, DK04, DMMT93, DK70a, DK70b, DK71, DK73a, DK73b, DK75, DK78, Dav74, De 58, DFS20, DB08, DP01, DP02, DMS84, DA73, Dra86, DLD+21, Ear81, Eck33, Ell92, FP03, FS82, FR13b, FR13c, FR13d, FM03, Fie00, Flü46, Fol78, Fol80, Fon94, For97, Fre93, Frö93, FR03, FKS97, Gel14, GI03, GBO04,
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